
Mobi
The family van,

reimagined. 



Mobi is designed for the
modern-day busy parent.

Are you constantly driving your kids to and from 
school and activities?

Are you stressed by how much time you waste 
sitting behind the wheel?

Do you wish you had more quality family time? 
What about more solo time?



Mobi
The family van, 

reimagined. 

Mobi gets your family to 
where you need to go.

But even more, Mobi…

provides you with both 
private and communal 
space while you’re with 

a group;

And allows you to 
commute in style while 

you’re on your own!



Mobi is a 2-in-1, autonomous vehicle. 

The Maxi-Mobi is your family 
mode. Get around with the full 

body of the car with all the 
space your group needs. 

The Mini-Mobi is your solo mode, 
when you want a personal getaway. 

Detach the main body to save 
space, energy, and travel in style!



More special 
features

Customizable interior Private Space, even while 
commuting together
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Customize your Mobi interior space!
 
Buy modules based on your family’s needs. You 
could add a baby car seat, TV projector, a fridge, bed, 
or even a massage chair!

Rearrange the modules by sliding them on the safe 
rail system.

Customizable 
interior
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Personal Space While 
Commuting Together 
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Car rides can be loud and stressful when you have kids. With Mobi’s 
private room, you can turn car rides into a time to relax in peace, while 
still keeping an eye on your children. 

Every Mobi is compartmentalized into a communal room and a private 
room. A sound-proof, tinted glass wall separates the two spaces. The wall 
may also be temporarily lifted to create one larger open space. 



Mobi
User Manual

At least 5 minutes before departure:

1. On the Mobi app, select whether 
you will be using Maxi or Mini 
Mobi.

2. On the Mobi app, also 
re-configure the space if 
necessary based on your use 
scenario.

When you get to the Mobi, it will be 
the correct mode & the interior will 
automatically be arranged according 
to your request!



Mobi understands your life as a busy 
parent.

Amidst the chaos, Mobi allows you 
to make meaningful memories on 
the go, whether that’s solo or with 

your family.

Get Mobi today. 


